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Kleis vows to “shatter the silence” at TBN
Giovanna Sutkiewicz
Contributing WRITER

Every eight to ten seconds, a woman is being
abused in the United States.
That is three to four million
times per year.
Women are not the only
targets of violent behavior.
Every sixteen seconds, a man
becomes a victim of domestic violence, tallying up to a
grand total of 143,000 times
per year. While some might

be basking in the largeness
of those numbers, others are
taking a stand.
On Friday, Sept. 25 over
one hundred men and women
gathered in lower Atwood to
take a stand against abusive
relationships at Take Back
the Night (TBN).
The event began with
several speakers, one being
Professor Angie Wittie. Even
though she pointed out that
Americans live in a world of
oppression, she also said that

“I

like getting to read the stories and
what they've been through. I see them in
a positive way because they are stronger
now.”
Alia Abdi
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT ATTENDEE

there is hope.
“I look to the future,”
Wittie said.

One group that sponsored
the event was the Kappa Phi
Omega sorority.

Sue Johanson humors, educates
Emily Peterson
News Editor

Near the end of sex educator Sue Johanson’s presentation, attendees received a
lesson from Johanson as she
demonstrated how to put a
condom on with her mouth.
“Those are tricks I
learned from prostitutes,”
Johanson said.
Johanson’s demonstration was aimed at promoting
safer sex, something Johanson said is crucial because
unprotected sex is considered
to be high-risk behavior.
In the audience sat Lindsey Borgstrom, a computer
science student from the
College of St. Scholastica
who drove for three hours to
see Johanson’s presentation.
Borgstrom said that Johanson’s demonstration was
the most memorable part of
the presentation and something she did not expect to
see at the beginning when
Halenbeck Hall’s Main Gym
filled a standing ovation that
welcomed Johanson to the
stage.
“Normally they never
give me this kind of a microphone,” Johanson said as she
began to softly kiss the handheld microphone.
The laughter and cheers
that followed would be a
repeating theme throughout
the night.
Johanson’s began the informational portion of her
presentation by admitting
that many adults had failed
to teach some of the important things about sex.
“We denied you essential
information about your life.
We did not give you

•See Johanson/ Page 8

This was not their first
time doing something to
help the cause. The women
have been volunteering at
Ana Marie’s, a domestic violence shelter for women that
is celebrating its 30-year anniversary.
“It’s important because
it raises awareness for the
community,” said Kappa Phi
Omega member Andrea Dohmen.
“It allows girls to know
they aren’t alone,” added

CONTRIBUTING writer

DANA JOHNSON/ EDITOR-In-chief

•See TBN / Page 5

SCSU President
Potter travels to
China to expand
education program
Kyle Nelson

Sue Johanson from “Talk Sex,” answered questions from the audience at the
end of her presentation on Wednesday evening.

Marie Olsen, another member.
Throughout the evening
guests had a chance to look
at T-shirts that had been
hung around the room. The
T-shirts were part of the
“Closeline Project.” Abuse
victims were given a chance
to customize the articles of
clothing and send a message
to their abusers.

SCSU President Earl H.
Potter III left Sept. 19 for
China to sign three agreements with universities to
strengthen and expand SCSU’s exchange and research
programs there.
Binhai College of
Nankai University, Nankai
University, and Changchun
Northeast Normal University.
Ann Radwan, associate
Vice President for International Studies, said that these
agreements go towards building the framework at SCSU
for evolving and developing
relationships with China.
“The diversity of China
will be available to our students providing them with
great opportunities,” said
Radwan.
SCSU has had a relationship with China for decades
and these agreements will
advance the study abroad and
exchange programs for SCSU’s students and faculty.
“These programs were as
interested in us as we were in
them and allow us to expand
into something extremely
valuable,” Radwan said
The signing with Nankai
is planned to renew research
studies at the university, the
Binhai signing is expected
to provide student exchanges
for both, and the Changchun
signing is planned bring new

educational opportunities for
both.
Radwan said that SCSU
contacted Anne McConnell at
the U.S. Embassy in Beijing
in the spring about emerging
universities in China.
They found out that the
Chinese government had invested in Changchun Northeast Normal University, providing an open opportunity
for contact from SCSU.
“These study abroad programs are not strictly academic anymore. They open
up new possibilities for students to pursue further interests and develop professionally,” Radwan said.
This allows the relationships to evolve into a way to
support curriculum and give
students a better opportunity
to get a job.
“We want to show exchange students that there
is more to the U.S. than big
cities like New York and the
same goes for our students
going to China,” Radwan
said. “Changchun is located
in one of the most northern
parts of China providing students with a very different
environment.”
More information about
SCSU and its relationship
with China can be found at
the SCSU International Studies Web site.

Saudi Arabian culture shown in photos
Anazthasya Anthony
Contributing Writer

The St. Cloud community was given an opportunity
to learn and enjoy another
culture Saturday evening.
As the second yearly
cultural night hosted by the
Saudi Students’ Club (SSC),
this year’s theme was “Saudi
Arabia in Pictures.”
Because Saudi Arabia
is a Muslim nation, many
Saudi students recently celebrated Eid ul-Fitr on Sept.
20. This festival marks the
end of Ramadan, the fasting
month when Muslims fast
from dawn to dusk.
Due to this auspicious
date and also the National
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Day of Saudi Arabia on Sept.
23, SSC chose to have their
cultural night closely coincide with the two holidays.
The night began in Atwood’s Cascade Room
where guests were able to
participate in Saudi exhibits.
The exhibits ranged from traditional wear, Arabic coffee
and dates to Saudi Aramco,
the nation’s largest petroleum company.
Dates, known as “tamar”
in Arabic, are widely grown
in Saudi Arabia.
According to Naif Salim
Alyami, a senior at SCSU,
dates were taken with coffee
to balance out the spice-filled
taste of Arabic coffee.
Provided by the Saudi
Arabia Cultural Mission in

“B

eing in a diverse climate, like here
at St. Cloud State, it is a very good opportunity to experience the world without
traveling.”
Aneeqa Khan
SCSU GRADUATE STUDENT

Washington D.C., there were
30 pictures that formed the
centerpiece and highlight of
the exhibition.
The pictures, taken all
over Saudi Arabia, showcased signature features of
the country, especially fal-

Roundabout first in the area

Page 6

A roundabout
partially opened
in Sartell with
goals of
decreasing
accidents and
fuel use.

cons and camels.
By 6 p.m. guests were
ready for the main part of the
night. A line formed from
Atwood’s Cascade Room to
the Ballroom.
“We sold 350 tickets and
gave 100 for free so we have

about 450 guests in total,”
said Magied Alsqoor, president of SSC.
The club put together a
skit telling a story in which
many international students
could relate.
It depicted a young student leaving home in pursuit
of education and his encounters learning about a foreign
culture.
“I really liked the skit
because it showed how international students go abroad
leaving their families behind,” said SCSU junior
Adib Rahman.
Music and dance are vital
in the Saudi culture.
“Each part of the country has its own special music
instruments used for events

Gluesenkamp shows paintings

Page 9
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The first artist
featured in the
Atwood Gallery
this year, Lucas
Glusenkamp,
shows paintings.

and celebrations,” Alyami
said.
The Atwood Ballroom
housed multiple dances accompanied by rhythm.
Alsqoor said that King
Abdullah of Saudi Arabia recently met with 65 presidents
of Saudi Students’ Clubs
around the United States.
He encouraged them to work
hard in representing Saudi
culture in the United States
and aim to change how some
Americans perceive Middle
Easterners.
Throughout the night, the
club attempted to clear many
misconceptions people have
about the Middle East.

•See Saudi culture/ Page 5

Tschida having “killer” year
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SCSU junior
hitter Kayla
Tschida is
having stellar
season for
Huskies.
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Former coach pleads guilty to harassing charges
ST. CLOUD – Former Cathedral girls’ basketball coach, Travis Brown,
pleaded guilty Thursday to a charge of a pattern of harassing conduct that
drops two felony terroristic threat charges.
Brown is scheduled to appear in Stearns County District Court to be sentenced on Nov. 16. Brown admitted mailing harassing letters and making
harassing phone calls to his ex-girlfriend
Brown was the girls basketball coach at Cathedral the last three seasons
and took the job after coaching the girls team at Sauk Rapids for five years.
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Bear killed and shot in north St. Paul
ST. PAUL, Minn.- A black bear was shot and killed Friday morning after
it ventured into a North St. Paul neighborhood.
Around 9 a.m. a staff member at the St. Peter’s Catholic School called the
police after spotting the bear on the school grounds. When the police arrived,
a crowd of curious adults and children already gathered to take pictures of
the “cute little bear.”
After the bear climbed a tree, a Department of Natural Resources staffer
shot bean bags at the bear to try to get it to climb down.
Police Chief Tom Lauth responded to the bear sighting. “We heard a report yesterday there was a bear spotted in Maplewood, so it may have been
the same one. It was definitely not a normal thing. In over 20 years here, I’ve
never seen one before.”

Nation

1
2

BIG CREEK, Ky.- A part-time census worker was found hanging in a rural
Kentucky cemetery naked, gagged and with his hands and feet bound with
duct tape.
Two people who were involved the investigation said that a Census identification badge, which Census workers are instructed to wear when they go on
door to door work, was found taped to his head and shoulder area.
Authorities have released very few details on the death. Coroner Jim Trosper has said the word “fed” was written on Sparkman’s chest with a felt-tip
pen. State police had announced the cause of death was asphyxiation.

World

Gang members arrested after mass killings in rehab centers

CIUDAD JUAREZ, Mexico- Police arrested five men who are accused
of killing dozens of two mass killings in drug treatment centers in the northern Mexico border city of Cuidad Juarez. Police say that the men were
members of the Sinaloa cartel, which is a gang that fights for control of the
drug routes to the United States.
The men are accused of 45 different executions in Cuidad Juarez, which
is Mexico’s most violent city.
On Sept. 2, gunmen lined patients against a wall at a rehabilitation center, shot and killed 18. Two weeks later, gunmen entered another drug treatment center and killed 10 people.
The executions led the authorities to the closing of at least 10 unregistered drug rehabilitation centers in Ciudad Juarez out of concern that the
facilities were serving as recruiting grounds for drug trafficking gangs.

Weird news

Dad arrested for DUI after bailing out son for the same charge

LEXINGTON, Neb.- Authorities say a 53-year old Nebraska man
bailed his son out of jail on the suspicion of drunken driving, only to
later be a arrested on the same charge.
The Nebraska State Patrol said Thursday that 29-year-old Trevor
Brown was arrested around 2 a.m. Saturday and taken to the county jail
where he called his father to bail him out.
The police say that when the father, Anthony Brown, arrived at the jail
a trooper noticed that Brown seemed drunk and was advised not to drive.
The police say that a trooper then saw the Browns get into a pickup with
Anthony Brown driving. The patrolman then arrested him and took him
back to the jail.

This day in history
Interesting events from the past

-1787 Congress sends Constitution to state legislatures
-1914 German forces move into Antwerp Belgium (WW I)
-1968 Alberto Giolani of Italy roller skates record 23.133 miles
in one hour
-1968 Beatles’ “Hey Jude,” single goes to the top of the charts
and stays for nine weeks
1972 Japan & Communist China re-establish diplomatic 		

1. (9/20/09) Medical (Fall), Shoemaker
2. (9/22/09) Theft (Personal Bicycle), Halenbeck Hall
3. (9/22/09) Stuck Elevator, Stearns Hall
4. (9/23/09) Vandalism, Mitchell Hall
5. (8/27/09) Theft (Personal Purse), Miller Center
6. (8/28/09) Harrassment (Written), Sherburne Hall

Who Knew?
• You can buy potato-flavored
ice cream in Idaho
• Yo-yos rode on two space
shuttles
• A group of porcupines is
called a prickle
• An oyster can take about
five years to make a pearl
• In the summer the amount of
water pouring over Niagara
fall each second could fill
13,000 bathtubs
• There are more stars in the
universe than grains of sand
on earth
• You can fry an egg on a hot
sidewalk when
it reaches 158 Degrees
• Your body
contains about 60,000 miles of
blood vessels
• Giraffes are the only
animals born with horns
• An 11-year old girl
named the planet Pluto.
(which now is not a planet)
• Spit can freeze in mid-air in
the North Pole
• Intelligent people have more
zinc and copper in their
hair.
• The average cost of raising a
medium-size dog to the
age of eleven: $6,400
• The State with the highest
percentage of people who
walk to work: Alaska
• Men can read smaller print
than women can; women can
hear better.
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Corrections
In the Sept. 21
issue the column,
“Open Letter to
Class Papers” was
incorrectly
credited to Tyler
Ohman. The piece
was orgininally
written by
Ben Kauffman.
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Sartell circles in on roundabouts
Emily Hawkins

OF

EVENTS
TODAY

Staff Writer

Sartell is planning to
continue to remodel some
intersections in October
with roundabouts to improve
safety at intersections.
One is already open at the
intersection of County Road
120 and County Road 1. A
second one is in construction
on Country Road 120.
“There are a number being constructed in other areas. St. Cloud also has a number of them in consideration
as well,” Anita Rasmussen,
Sartell’s Community Development Planner, said.
Minnesota residents may
not be very accustomed to
roundabouts because they
are less common in Minnesota than in other states.
Rasmussen said they
are taking steps to improve
on the roundabouts that are
found in other states and
make the roundabouts they
are building in Minnesota
even more efficient.
“The roundabouts here
have better signage and wider lanes,” Rasmussen said.
“The roundabouts here will
also have two lanes.”
Even though the roundabouts are being put in for
safety reasons, not everyone
is praising them yet.
“People who have been
praising them are familiar with them,” Rasmussen
said. “Other people are not
familiar with roundabouts
and there is a certain anxiety
about using them.”
Some people worry that
since vehicles never stop, it
may be difficult for pedestrians to safely cross the roundabout.
Others worry that larger
vehicles such as delivery
trucks will have difficulties
using the roundabout.
The additional roundabouts are planned to be
built in the same area as retail stores. Some worry that
the traffic will be heavy in
these areas.

CALENDAR

• Interviewing
Skills to Get the
Job

At 2 p.m. Career Services presents a free
workshop to provide
students with information on how to interview successfully.

WEDNESDAY
• Women on
Wednesday

Emily Peterson/ News EDITOR

This open roundabout in Sartell is one of two planned roundabouts for the area. While some people believe the
roundabouts will help decrease accidents, others worry pedestrians will have difficulties crossing .

The positive aspects of
the roundabout aim at decreasing accidents as well
as cutting down on fuel consumption.
“There are less fatal accidents with roundabouts
opposed to a traditional intersection,” Rasmussen said.
“You won’t get T-boned in
a roundabout, at most you
might get side-swiped.”
Roundabouts may also
be environmentally friendly.
The idling of cars decreases at roundabouts,
which reduces vehicle emissions and fuel consumption
by 30 percent or more compared to signal intersections.
“You are always moving,
not stopped at a light,” Rasmussen said. “When cars are
idle at a light, the amount of
vehicle emissions from the
car increase the longer they
are stopped.”

FAST FACTS:
- Because vehicles are usually always moving in a
roundabout and rarely idle, fuel consumption can be
decreased by 30 percent or more.
-Fatal crashes decrease by 89 percent when roundabouts are used.
- Vehicles typically go slower in a roundabout and this
may help decrease the number of crashes.
-Roundabouts have 39 percent less crashes overall
compared to intersections with traffic lights.

Sartell has taken measures to help people become
more informed about roundabouts and know how to
use them before they come
across them while driving.
On the Sartell city Web
site there is a diagram of a
roundabout along with instructions on how to navigate
them whether one is riding a

bike, driving a car or truck
or if an emergency vehicle is
approaching.
Along with instructions
on how to use the roundabout, they also have a video
demonstrating how roundabouts work. An additional
video explains what to do
when an emergency vehicle
or semi enters the round-

about.
The Web site also lists
advantages to having roundabouts opposed to four-waystops and signal intersections.
Some of these advantages include better traffic
flow, the reduction of vehicle
emissions, the reduction of
fuel consumption, a 39 percent decrease in all crashes
and an 89 percent decrease
in fatal crashes.
“The anxiety will fade
away once people become
used to them,” Rasmussen
said.
More information about
roundabouts along with
videos and pictures can be
found at the city of Sartell’s
Web site at http://www.sartellmn.com.

At noon the Women’s
Center hosts a panel
presentation and discussion titled “Latina’s
Organize” which will
focus on activism of
Latinas in Minnesota

THURSDAY

• “Soul of a
People: Writing
America’s Story”

From 7-9 p.m. in the
Miller Center Auditorium will be a major
Smithsonian documentary about the Federal
Writers’ Project

FRIDAY

• Public Enemies
UPB brings the free
movie that begins at
8 p.m. in the Atwood
Theater.
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Committee
motivated
by passion
Valerie Steffl
ASSNT. NEWS EDITOR
Jennifer Sell-Maze, Associate Director of Residential Life
for Staffing and Student Programs, came up with the idea
for The Social Justice and Diversity Committee (SJDC) after
working with the campus-wide
No-Hate campaign.
“I saw that this committee
could bring awareness to the
residence halls and could have
more influence from the passion of the students who got involved to educate their peers,”
Sell-Maze said.
Sell-Maze saw a need to do
something more than the NoHate Campaign.
“Students have heard about
diversity, but social justice is
new and there is a desire for
students to learn and explore,”
Sell-Maze said. “We needed to
provide opportunities engaging those who wanted to be involved.”
A group of students came
together for the first SJDC
meeting in Sherburne Hall with
one major thing in common: the
passion to fight for social justice.
Andrea Lawrence, SJDC
advisor and hall director of
Stearns Hall, has observed that
the diversity of the group members provides the fuel to make
such a difference in their programming.
“The passion of the people
set this group apart from other
groups,” Lawrence said. “There
is not just one race or issue represented and there is a diversity
of different topics we address.”
Amanda Wisner, Residential Life Social Justice Advocate
and SCSU senior agreed that
the range of topics span a great
spectrum.
“We are interested in creating awareness and educating
students on all areas of diversity,
social ‘isms’ and social phobias
like race, ethnicity, gender identities and roles, sexual orientation, religion, class, size, appearance, physical, mental and
emotional ability, etc.” Wisner
said.

Wisner also said that she
believes that the small, passionate group has accomplished big
things, despite being active for
only one school year.
“As we, or at least I, like to
say, we are a small dog with a
big bark,” Wisner said. “While
the committee is small and new,
we have such an enthusiastic
and dedicated core group.”
Kamet Belton, SJDC member and SCSU sophomore described her fellow group members with great enthusiasm.
“We are a motivated group
and are all eager and ready to
attack because we have such
strong views and values,” Belton said.
Sell-Maze said the group
valiantly took off from the
first meeting held in the fall of
2008.
“I’m so proud of them. The
simple idea blossomed with
passion and collaboration to
bring issues to the forefront,”
Sell-Maze said.
The group has served as a
place for members to talk with
other people who share a passion for discussing or hearing
about issues related to social
justice.
Members of the group can
also present their own ideas on
ways to get their message out.
“This committee provides
a tangible opportunity for students to put their ideas to work,”
Sell-Maze said.
The committee also provides an open forum to anyone
who has a passion for a social
justice issue.
“We have no set agenda,”
Lawrence said. “Anyone who
joins can dictate where we take
our next event to.”
“Ideas are thrown around
and someone will just go on a
hunch. Usually an event is someone’s project or ‘baby,’” Wisner
added. “While the whole group
helps, the research, prep and
planning is generally headed up
by one individual.”
The committee is open to
all who have a desire to address
social justice issues. Meetings
take place at 5 p.m. on Tuesdays
in the Sherburne Hall lounge.
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Students sign up for additional information at the Study Abroad Fair on Wednesday.

Semester at Sea offered at SAF
Run Wang
Contributing writer

On Wednesday SCSU
hosted the Study Abroad
Fair, primarily supported by
the Center for International
Studies, in the main lounge
of Atwood.
Some non-SCSU program
representatives attended, promoting programs offered by
the University of Minnesota,
Semester at Sea, Ausburg
College and others.
The fair began at 10 a.m.
and went until 3 p.m. By
noon, almost every booth
representative was busy.
This year, there are several academic year-long,
semester-long and summer
break programs, covering
over 30 different countries.
Fields of study include
Geography, Political Science,
Nursing, Business, and For-

eign Languages.
The main goal of the fair
was to help SCSU students
find a program that suits
them.
“If the students have
specific country in mind, we
can send them to whichever
country they want. We’ll
help them find the program
even if it’s a non-St. Cloud
State Program,” said Jessica
Mertea, a Graduate Assistant
for the Study Abroad Program at CIS.
“The Alnwick program
is one of the longest-running
programs that SCSU has.
SCSU students live in the
Alnwick Castle. They have
two British faculties and two
SCSU faculties who go with
the students so the students
can study their major or general courses there. There are
field trips almost every Friday,” said Jean Hoff, professor of Earth and Atmospheric

Sciences and representative
for the Alnwick program.
“Semester at Sea is a
floating campus. They have a
ship that is a campus. Spring
and fall semester is about
100 days, and students go
completely around the world.
Winter session is about 60
days. During the whole semester, students spend half of
the time at sea, and half of the
time in the different ports,”
said Kay Fore, a representative for the Semester at Sea.
“They have been doing
this program for 40 years,
and it is academically connected with the University
of Virginia. Students get full
credit for the semester.”
Some SCSU students
show concerns about the
postponement of their graduation for their participation
in a study abroad program.
Students interested in traveling abroad are advised to

meet with their advisor to
make sure the credits the get
abroad will transfer correctly
to SCSU.
SCSU has orientation
programs to help students acclimatize to the new culture,
avoid culturally offensive
behavior and understand the
local language.
Yoshii Tsuyoshi, a SCSU
senior majoring in Mechanical Engineering, went to Germany for one semester.
“The program broadened
my horizon and I was able
to be exposed in European
culture, especially German
culture. It was a great experience,” Tsuyoshi said.
The due dates for winter
and spring 2010 program applications is Oct. 1. Students
with additional questions can
contact the CIS Study Abroad
office.
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Health Services Director speaks on H1N1
Emilie Thiessen
STAFF WRITER

H1N1 continues to
be an important issue for
many students on campus
and the Student Government Association (SGA)
is aiming to make sure to
stay informed of students’
needs when it comes to the
virus.
Health Services Director Corie Beckermann paid
a visit to the weekly SGA
meeting Thursday to discuss the ongoing measures
St. Cloud State University (SCSU) is implementing to help keep students
healthy.
Beckermann informed
the SGA of a new e-mail
address: flu@stcloudstate.
edu, which was activated
last week to give students
an easy line of communication to Health Services
to address any issues or
concerns they may have
regarding H1N1.
“People will have a
way to ask questions, give
us feedback, so that we

know where the campus is
at as far as what we need to
get out to you for information,” Beckermann said.
She also discussed the
new H1N1 “table tents”
that were recently distributed throughout campus to
help spread important information about the virus.
“These table tents tell
the three main prevention
messages that we need
to get out to campus and
that’s: cover your cough,
wash your hands, and stay
at home when you are
sick. All of those things,
we feel, are going to be
the cornerstone of keeping
H1N1 at bay on campus.”
Beckermann said.
One of the key measures to be administered
on campus to curb the
spread of H1N1 is the vaccine that is planned to be
provided for free by the
federal government.
“We are looking forward to giving [out] some
H1N1 vaccine[s]. We do
not know when that is going to arrive but we have

Saudiculture
Continued from Page 1

One video explored Saudi
Arabia from its natural deserts to its vibrant city life.
Another video told of
modern Arabic women in the
working era.

Arabic women are generally clothed in a more conservative manner.
“They usually wear an
abaya or a jellabiya,” Alyami said.
Abaya is

“W

e are looking forward to giving [out] some H1N1
vaccine[s]. We do not know when that is going to arrive but
we have ordered enough to vaccinate all of the campus if they
wish.”
Corie Beckermann
HEALTH SERVICES DIRECTOR

confirmed, Beckermann
warned that it is important to keep an unpredictable virus such as H1N1
under serious control to
keep anything so drastic as
a school closing from happening.
“Because this is a new
virus, it is hard to know
what it is going to do,”
Beckermann said.
H1N1 aside, Beckermann wanted to make sure
students were informed
about a few new changes
implemented within the
student insurance plans.
“There is now dental
insurance available for
both international and domestic students, and the
cost is $85 per year. Another change is that vision
exams are now covered up
to $100 for international
students at no additional
cost,” Beckermann said.
More information on
H1N1 or insurance options
for students can be found
at www.stcloudstate.edu/
healthservices.

ordered enough to vaccinate all of the campus
if they wish, Beckermann
said. “They are predicting
that it is going to be one
dose for [the] college age
population … and we are
expecting that it should
come sometime before
November.”
When asked how many
confirmed cases of H1N1
are on campus, Beckermann replied that it was
impossible to know for
sure.
“A lot of people are ill
with this type of illness

but they are not coming
in so we don’t know how
many, and others are going
to their hometown physicians,” Beckermann said. I
don’t have a hard number
to give you of confirmed
[cases].”
The issue of insurance
for both domestic and international students who
may have contracted the
virus was a voiced concern
for various SGA senate
members.
Beckermann explained
that Health Services was
the first place to go to get

any questions answered
about the virus or insurance issues.
“I think for students on
campus, the first thing I
would do is work with the
student Health Services
because we are $20 for office visits which is much
less expensive than the
[general] community.”
Although The Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities system (MnSCU) has not issued any
directive to SCSU to close
after a certain number of
H1N1 cases have been

a cloak worn over garments
whereas a jellabiya is a form
of garment.
Typically, cultural nights
provide food on either side
of the ballroom. The SSC,
however, added an extra buffet line at the back to reduce
the wait.
Dinner was catered for
the event by Holy Land Restaurant in Minneapolis. Food
available included beef kofta, homos, falafel, chicken
tikka, ozi rice and cucumber

salad.
“With airfares being so
expensive, it’s hard to take a
world tour even if you want
to. Being in a diverse climate
like here in St. Cloud State,
it is a very good opportunity
to experience the world without traveling the extra miles.
Here, the cultures come to
you,” said graduate student
Aneeqa Khan.

Newman
Center offers prize
drawings
Ramona Marozas
Contributing WRITER

Seng Kiat Khor/ contributing Photographer

The Jeddah dance, performed by SCSU Saudi Student Club’s members at Saudi Night Saturday in the
Atwood Ballroom.

In order to draw more students into the organization,
the Newman Center has decided to sponsor a drawing.
At 8 p.m. Oct.1 at the
Newman Center, located
at 396 First Ave., there is
planned to be a chance for
students to win prizes and
everyone will receive a free
meal.
In order for a student’s
name to be put into the drawing, a student needs to have
six events punched into their
“punch the pastor” cards.
“Punch the pastor” cards
are a chance to win a Blu Ray
player and many other prizes
at the Oct. 1 event.
Students are required to
attend six of the following
events: Thursday night live,
Sunday mass, spirituality
group, discipleship group,
Newman carnival, Mass on
Grass, student meal, Wednesday late night mass, coffee
house and youth ministry
team information meeting.
“The Newman Center
brings college students closer to God and helps answer
their questions,” director of
campus ministry Ben Caduff
said.
Even though the Newman
carnival has already passed,
all of the other events are expected to continue.
The Newman Center invites students to the weekday and weekend masses, in
which there is a confessional
available 15 minutes before
any of the masses.
“We hope the drawing

gets more students interested in the Newman Center,”
Caduff said.
“The free dinner was
great and the people were all
smiling,” SCSU junior Paula
Marozas said.
The
youth
ministry
team meets at 7 p.m. every
Wednesday night at the Newman Center.
Junior high youth students meet for a fun and rewarding way to get involved
with the campus church.
Faith groups at the church
are also known as discipleship groups.
The faith group meets at
7 p.m. every Monday night at
the Newman Center.
The church provides
men and women spirituality
groups, which meet monthly.
The men’s groups are
planned meet at 7 p.m. every
Tuesday night at the Newman Center.
The women’s group is
expected to meet at 5 p.m.
every Thursday night at the
Newman Center.
The coffee house is after
the 8 p.m. liturgy, downstairs
at “Wil’s Place,” at the Newman’s student center.
Free coffees, teas, and
desserts are expected to be
provided by the permanent
community.
Masses are at 8:30 a.m.,
11:30 a.m., and 8 p.m. on
every Sunday at the Newman
Center.
They are also at 9 p.m. on
every Wednesday as well as 8
p.m. on every Thursday.
Students with any questions can call 320-251-3260
or visit the Newman Center’s

TBN
Continued from Page 1

Seng Kiat Khor/ contributing Photographer

Mohammed Albakrry gave a guitar performance
Saturday in the Atwood Ballroom during Saudi
Night.

Seng Kiat Khor/ Contributing Photographer

Devinder Malholtra, SCSU provost and advisor of
the Saudi Students Club, spoke at Saudi Night Saturday in the Atwood Ballroom.

Student Alia Abdi said
she found the shirts to be
powerful.
“I like getting to read the
stories and what they’ve been
through. I see them in a positive way because they are
stronger now,” Abdi said.
A majority of the night
was reserved for speakers.
St. Cloud Mayor Dave Kleis
spoke first, declaring that we
would “shatter the silence
against sexual violence.”
The audience got a chance
to see just how serious that
violence has become when

the names of the 35 Minnesotans that had died during
2008 were listed.
The new justice system
for these kinds of issues was
also discussed.
Other speakers were
abuse victims who felt ready
to share their stories. Through
the tears, audience members
heard several women discuss
their personal stories.
Ending the silence and
bringing awareness to abuse
were the major themes of
Take Back The Night.
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Religious fanatics go
beyond free speech

I’m pretty libershocked by this fasJoseph
tarian when it comes
cist mentality. After
Froemming all, I grew up here
to free speech, often to the chagrin of
in “White Cloud”
some readers of the
and have seen intolChronicle who do
erance’s ugly face
not like what is pubmore times than I’d
lished on this page
ever care to see. I’ve
often. My views on
had a belly full of inthe freedom of extolerant and wrongpression go pretty far
headed crap like this
and pretty wide.
for too long.
But when it
By cherry pickcomes to an extreme Opinions Editor ing various pieces
abuse, such as the
from a book written
Westboro
Baptist
thousands of years
Church’s ongoing assault on ago, a book which has been
dead soldier’s funerals, I draw re-written numerous times and
the line.
nowhere does there exist an
Fred Phelps, who runs this original copy of what was in
Manson-esque “church” brings the book, is pure insanity.
his followers to funerals of fallI don’t want to come off as
en soldiers and protests at the intolerant towards people who
graveyard.
follow religion; I’d imagine
Holding signs that say “God they are probably more enraged
hates Fags,” “Thank God for than I am over such groups as
IEDs” and other such rhetoric Phelps’ because it gives them a
which claims our tolerance for bad name as well.
homosexuals in the U.S. is the
This hate mongering makes
reason our soldiers are dying a lot of Christians look bad; it is
in Iraq and that, in their twisted basically guilt by association (a
little world, is a good thing.
very loose association to boot).
Having friends who have
Hate speech hidden behind
been in the military and friends the mask of an organized reliwho are homosexual, this is in- gion is just awful and the fact
sulting on two fronts.
they are allowed to do this is
Someone being born with mind numbingly awful.
an attraction to the same sex is
The sad irony of this is that
not why soldiers are dying in religion is supposed to be about
wars. That was purely poor de- community support and getting
cision making by the Bush ad- along with one another.
ministration.
The Westboro
Baptist
It is not just homosexuals Church uses religion to spread
this church rails against. They hate and intolerance among the
hate Judaism (their Web site has masses.
a section on this. They seemingThese people are psycholy justify the Holocaust in Nazi logical terrorists and engage in
Germany because “Homosexu- psychological terrorism. They
als and Jews dominated Nazi are as fanatical and insane as al
Germany.” They even have a Qaeda and Osama bin Laden.
link on their Web site called
People should write to govjewskilled jesus.com.
ernment officials in Topeka,
Their views on Muslims Kansas and urge them to shut
is bad as well. They claim the down such an organization
Quran as a “300-page work of which oversteps the bounds of
Satanic fiction.”
free speech.
This kind of Nazi scum inPeople should (and they
tolerance should be silenced. have been) hold counter-protests
Even I’m surprised to be writing to this organization whenever
an opinion piece which calls for the protest at a fallen soldier’s
the silencing of others’ speech, funeral.
but this is true hate speech at its
These people of Westboro
highest and ugliest form.
Baptist Church represent the
Surprisingly, the “church” lowest, most awful kind of scum
began in 1955 and where sup- in our population.
porters of the Civil Rights
It is because cretins like
Movement. They claim that the them that I often shake my head
scriptures did not condone rac- in shame at our country. They
ism, yet intolerance is just fine make me embarrassed to even
for these creeps.
exist on a planet with them.
I’m not of the type to be
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Scene kids hold false
sense of individuality
Recently
I was having
a conversation with my
sister when
she
mentioned to me
she had met
Kyra
this “scene
Loch
kid” that she
was becoming friends with. I nodded my
head and pretended to know
what she was talking about
as she continued on with her
story, but finally had to ask –
what the hell is a scene kid?
Apparently “scene” is
the new “emo.” Scene kids
can be recognized by choppy
dark or brightly colored hair
with bangs that cover a part
of the person’s face. Heavy
eyeliner, facial piercings, and
skinny jeans for both guys
and girls are also characteristic, and they are actively
involved in the alternative
music and online social networking.
This sounds vaguely familiar when a couple years
ago I was trying to explain to
my parents what an emo kid
was and looked like.
Also another similar time
before that was when I walked
into my high school on the
first day of freshman year and
saw what looked like a group
of vampires (who turned out
to be goth kids) crowding up
the hallways.
Upon hearing this explanation of the new subculture
of scene kids, I could not
help but wonder who comes
up with these labels, and why
groups of people feel the need
to conform to them?
I do not like to judge people based on how they dress
or choose to express themselves. If a guy wants to wear
skinny jeans and eyeliner,
or if a girl wants to pierce
her eyebrow, more power to
them. It does not affect me at
all.
However, what does affect me is when these people
complain about how others

do not understand their need
to express themselves with
the eyeliner and the piercings, how angry or sad they
are because they get made
fun of all the time, and how
people should just leave them
alone.
This does really aggravate
me. Obviously people make
changes to their appearance
to get some sort of attention
from others. They are looking for a reaction from others
in the community, especially
with the effort they put into
their physical appearance.
I would not color my hair
black and expect people to
not comment and notice the
change.
Something else that I feel
the need to question is the
subculture groups’ claim for
individuality. They shun the
“normal” clothes at most department stores and take the
scissors into their own hands
to give themselves unique
haircuts.
It is funny because they
still all talk the same, act the
same, shop at the same stores,
and listen to the same music.
It is also interesting to
observe how Hot Topic’s
merchandise at the mall has
gradually changed over the
years to serve the needs of the
evolving subcultures; anyone
looking to create a goth, skater, punk, emo or scene image
can all go to one store and
find what they need.
These groups are not creating anymore of an individual image then people who
shop at Hollister or American
Eagle.
I just do not understand
why people would choose to
call themselves emo or scene,
and also proudly live up to
the stereotypes that come
along with the label.
If others wants to listen to
a band or change their appearance, they should do so for
personal reasons or because
it makes them happy, and not
just to fit in with a group.
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No one
is above
criticism
Lwando Scott
columnist

Quote of the Day:

“W

e don't hate nobody because of their color. We hate
oppression!”
Bobby Seale
Black Panther

The need for humor
In today’s economy we
find ourselves in situations
that are less than appealing.
For our purposes and the information I will be using, let’s say
that we are in a depression and
the last major depression was
the Great Depression.
An era of poverty, homelessness and entertainment
and we are seeing that same
type of era rise in our country
again. While half of Broadway
is closed and the Hollywood
business is decreasing its overall profit, entertainment is the
number one resource our country can rely on to keep some of
the American spirit alive.
Broadway and the American contribution of the Western musical were born in the
depression. We are seeing new
and exciting work being created all the time in theatre.
This, however, is not what I’m
directly talking about today.
What I want to talk about
are the comments I have received discussing the merit of
my writing and whether or not
its content is appropriate for
the University Chronicle.
I have found in previous
research of U.S. history (how
I love U.S. history) that newspapers often hired writers who
could create a story and make
people laugh through humorous nature in their articles.
It was even more valuable
if the writer could produce an
article that was not only humorous in style but also said
something. I write in this manner. Maybe that’s a style that’s
dead and unimportant to those
of you who see my articles as

Ben
Kaufman

Columnist

anything less than a blog, but a
blog only reaches readers who
choose to click and follow the
writer.
An article in a paper reaches to more people, including
people who aren’t as technologically savvy. We have a saying in the newspaper industry,
that the paper itself is dying a
slow and miserable death and
everything will be digital.
Right now, however, everything is not digital and more
importantly not everyone is
digital. Yes the Chronicle and
I are working on setting me up
with a blog, but that doesn’t
mean the content or the context
in which I write will change.
For as many times as I have
heard negative criticisms, I
have had three people come up
to me in person (which I would
love to see someone who has
something negative to say, because chances are you won’t
have the courage to do it since
it’s so easy to hide behind your
computer screen) and give me
wonderful reviews about how
my stories make them laugh
and they look forward to reading my articles every week.

Has it ever dawned on
those who think the paper is a
dying source of media that the
reason it’s dying because everything in the paper is usually
depressing or a rant?
This for instance can be
even seen as a rant, but to continue as a writer I feel it necessary to explain not myself,
but why I’ve chosen (and yes
in fact chosen, I could write
more serious opinions, as by
example of this one) to write in
a way that will lift the human
spirit, that will create an action
we rarely ever see or hear in
these trying times; laughter.
My hope is that through
my “mundane” articles that
it inspires those readers who
may not normally read an entire paper (which is such a
shame, really) to do so in the
future.
There has to be a balance
and I think I’m providing
that. That is why I think the
Chronicle only encourages
me to write, because my voice
and my articles are something
unique and different that creates an experience we have
gotten away from.
I don’t find what I write
trivial, if you look at my pieces
a little harder, you will see that
I have written a message within the humor. I guess we’ve
lost the art of reading between
the lines, but we will not lose
the art of humor.
Not if I have anything to
say about it and as evidence
has shown, I certainly have a
lot to say.

Anti-porn groups have narrow views
Neil Panchmatia
contributing writer
On Wednesday, September
30, the SCSU Women’s Center
will team up with the Residential Life Social Justice and Diversity Committee to host an
event on pornography.
Posters for the event boast
a presentation from Professor
Robert Jensen of the University
of Texas at Austin, followed by
a documentary feature.
The event promotes the
crude and one-sided attitude
that all porn is bad for women’s
rights. But this is not the consensus of most feminist scholars, so
why is the Women’s Center selling it as the most “collective and
balanced” and accurate message
to students on pornography?
In feminism there is lively
debate on whether porn is harmful, but through Professor Jensen the Women’s Center is promoting only Andrea Dworkin’s
extreme perspective, which
not only claims that porn itself
embodies the violation of womens rights, but equates the term
“porn”’ with “gender violence,”
and even that porn “causes”
rape and fuels violence against
women.
It is contrary to the spirit of
debate and the pursuit of truth
to present only this fearful and
questionable attitude.
Many important feminists
not only oppose Dworkin but
argue that her school of thought
is fundamentally nervous about
sexuality, and narrowly defines
it to exclude obvious counterexamples, such as gay or bi-sexuality. These scholars include

Susie Bright, Lisa Duggan, Alice Echols, Katha Pollit, Arlene
Stein, Carol Vance, and Ann
Snitow to name a few.
The anti-porn position ignores anything but certain extreme portrayals of women that
appeal to straight men: an embarrassing sign of cultural and
sexual ignorance.
Where is the violence
against women and the abuse of
their rights in gay porn, lesbian
porn, amateur straight porn,
solo porn, or the increasing
number of major porn productions headed and directed by
women: you know, what most
people actually watch?
This view cannot even make
sense of a dominatrix. Virtually
every form of sexually explicit
imagery is lumped together
as being wicked and virtually
criminal. But most people who
watch porn are not obsessively
worked up by the notion of
naughty pictures, nor do they
need to control and legislate
against other people’s pleasure…perhaps because most
people are adults on this matter.
Most adults know the difference between fantasy and
reality. They are not the same,
which is one reason why fantasies are fun and powerful.
Despite our best efforts, reality can be boring. And plenty
of adults are exhibitionists, and
like showing off their goods.
But anti-porn do-gooders think
that most porn consumers are
children, not understanding the
difference between fantasy and
reality and being incapable of
being responsible.
There is something serious-

ly wrong with your feminism
when sex is no longer fun and
about choices, but is composed
of equal parts fretting about sex
and wanting to interfere, legislate, and punish other people in
order to “help” them. This position is really more theological
and salvational than anything
else, and you should worry
when your feminism is very
much like old Puritanism.
In a university environment
composed of adults, knowledge
must not be censored or filtered
in favor of a one-sided view.
How can the Women’s Center foster critical thinking on
feminist matters if it does not
allow people to hear another
feminist position? It would be
even worse if criticism from
a feminist man like me would
be dismissed as being merely
a male perspective. That is not
thinking or argument, but mere
ideology.
Nor do we have the intellectual luxury of selecting and promoting only the opinions that
fit into our institutional “survival and funding” agenda. We
must step beyond self-imposed
boundaries and acknowledge
alternative viewpoints.
The Women’s Center must
provide richer feminist perspectives on women’s rights and social issues, instead of offering a
rigged program to students who
want to make informed judgments.
Treating these crude, blackand-white, and culturally ignorant views on porn as mainstream or even correct feminism
does just the opposite.
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We welcome your responses to topics of current
debate or interest. Submissions must include the
writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major
and year.
We typically don’t publish product or performance
endorsements, libelous statements or submissions
containing factual errors.
Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086

Numerous scholars have
maintained that the main difference between humans and
animals is our ability to think,
our consciousness. This consciousness is what has guided
us to create the world structures that we have today (and
also to terminate them if we
want).
It is this consciousness that
has driven us to transition from
feudalism to industrialization,
which lead us to modernity and
finally the present times (who
some call post-modern times).
During these periods so much
has happened, all kinds of
revolutions, two World Wars,
colonization, voyages of discovery, the start up and fall of
empires, the start up and fall
of social movements, the list
goes on.
Human kind has really
been through so much, so
much that this piece cannot do
justice to human history. Now
my consciousness was really
sharpened when I enrolled in
an institution of higher education back in 2004.
This was a time of real
change in my life as I was
learning, growing, and coming into my own. What I loved
the most about the university
environment was the freedom
to question and the platform
for criticism. Coming from
a home environment where
adults cannot be questioned
and you keep your criticism
to yourself, because you are a
child, and subsequently don’t
know anything, and shouldn’t
have anything to say.
Remember when you
sometimes asked your parents the “why” questions?
They either get annoyed and
tell you “because I say so”
or give you a bent version of
the truth. That does not occur
at the university (or at least it
shouldn’t), questioning and
criticism are part and parcel of
the university culture and curriculum.
It is through questioning
and criticism that we form
social, political and even economic affiliations, as we see
the need, because we asked
questions. This questioning
and criticism is not only for
some, but for all.
There has been a tendency
of late, which I have found on
television, radio, regular conversations, books, newspapers
and even some professors,
where some people are seen or
portrayed as above questioning and/or criticism.
It really boggles my mind
when public figures are portrayed as un-penetrable as if
their ideas are without fault.
I hate to break to you, but
nobody is above criticism, not
president Obama, nor president Potter, no SCSU department, not Vandana Shiva, not
my boss, not Dr. Phil, not
bell hooks, not even Oprah
is above criticism, not Foucault, not Judith Butler, not
Nelson Mandela, not even a
black gay man from Africa in
a social justice type program
is above criticism, and did I
mention no religion is above
criticism either (try a “sociology of religion” class and you
will know).
The workers movement
was born out of questioning
class, the civil rights movement was born out of questioning race and human rights,
the “sex movements” came
out of questioning gender and
so on and so forth.
Now, just because you
have the platform to question
and criticize, does not mean
you have to abuse it. You need
to know all the facts surrounding the issue you are questioning or criticizing, your arguments need to be valid and
you should be able to back
them up.
The university is where
most of us find our freedom,
where we can go against the
tide, with reason of-course. So
next time someone tells you
that you can’t question or you
feel scared to criticize, do it
anyway.
You might be doing them a
world of good, they might not
have thought about the aspects
of an issue you are thinking
about. Remember we are different from animals because
we have an ability to think, we
can discern right from wrong
(sometimes anyway).
Because we have this conscience, and we can reason,
nobody, absolutely no one is
above criticism, not even my
mother, who I love dearly.
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Threads offers events for donation
Meaghan Block
asst. A & E editor

Threads, a resale botique
has decided to host events
turning profits that will be
donated to foundations and
awareness programs.
Their opening for the season was held Saturday, Sept.
19, 10 a.m.to 4 p.m. A variety of free events have also
been planned for the following week, Sept. 21-Sept. 25.
“There will be many surprises for customers on the
day of our grand opening,
including a real red carpet,
in-store specials, refreshments and contests,” said
owner Kim LeBlanc. “Our
store will also have a special
event each day for a week
after the grand opening, such
as Breast Cancer Awareness
Day and Girls’ Night Out.”
The event includes 10%
off the day’s sales on Tuesday, with profits donated to
the Susan G. Komen Foundation. On Girls Night Out,
Thursday from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m., there will be refreshments and sales on women’s
clothing.
Other events include

More Money Monday on
Sept. 21.
This event includes a 25
percent extra cash bonus for
clothes sold to Threads. A spa
night on Wednesday from 3
p.m. to 5 p.m. includes makeup tips, scarf tying tips, and
a hand paraffin treatment.
Fortune Cookie Friday features fortune cookies with
discounts inside.
Customers will find when
they first walk into Threads,
the store is organized into
specific sections.
Threads has sections entirely devoted to jewelry,
designer jeans, shoes, shirt
sections, fall jackets and
sunglasses.
There is a fitting room located in the store as well.
Customers will also find
that there is a separate area
to sit down and enjoy a
cup of coffee, iced tea, or a
glance through the fashion
magazines.
Threads is an independently owned business devoted to bringing the latest high-end fashions to St.
Cloud.
It operates as a resale
shop offering to buy clothes
from its customers in return

blake weld / staff photographer

Threads laid out their ‘Red Carpet’ to welcome in customers to the grand opening for the fall season.

for cash, store credit or consignment.
Consignment gets you
more money, but its not instant cash like the other two
options.
They take all seasons of
current clothing at all times

of the year.
The store also offers
brand new items, as well as
the used items such as jewelry, designer inspired purses
and sunglasses.
Threads is located on
the corner of 9th avenue and

7th Street right off campus.
Their store hours are Monday through Wednesday, 10
a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., Friday 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
Saturdays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Threads can also be

found on the Internet at
www.threadsresale.com.
Their website features
photos of the store, mannequins they have styled with
jewelry displays and more.
Threads can also be found on
Twitter and Facebook.

Muse fans find it hard to resist new album
Matthew Ryan
album review
The fifth studio album by
English alternative act Muse
was released on September
15.
“The Resistance” was
met with a storm of cult fans
who eagerly anticipated the
release from being teased
this past summer on the
band’s official web page and
Twitter account.
Through the social network site, Twitter, Muse has
made an effort to let fans participate in a massive scavenger hunt.
In the game, the band
had hid six flash drives, each
containing a fraction of the
song “United States of Eurasia” in Paris, Berlin, Moscow, Dubai, Hong Kong, and
Tokyo.
When these six were
found the song was uploaded
to the official Muse website
and was made available to
stream.
A seventh flash drive
was hidden in New York
which when found had made
the song available as a free

download.
This made fans believe
that “U.S. of E.” was to be
the first single. However on
Twitter the trio had revealed
that the first single off of
“The Resistance” was to be
“Uprising.”
The eleven track journey begins with “Uprising”
which sets a tone of power
and confidence into something new from the band.
The first single has Matthew Bellamy’s vocals in
a low pitch while he sings
about an unknown authority
that is being planned to be
overthrown.
The second track being
the title song of the album
simply called “Resistance”
shows a softer side of Muse.
The track has extreme potential to be a single and is
easily the rock ballad of the
album.
Here Bellamy sings of
love being the resistance
and bassist Christopher Wolstenholme states “It could
be wrong, could be wrong”
with back up vocals.
“Undisclosed Desires,”
the third track may be one of
the more experimental songs

Sue
Continued from Page 1

permission to accept the
fact that you are sexual human beings,” Johanson said.
Johanson said males
grow up more aware of their
anatomy because the exploration of their own bodies at

a young age is more tolerated
by their parents.
“It takes a guy exactly
five minutes to learn he has
got a penis,” Johanson said.
It takes him another five
minutes to realize, ‘man, it

dana johnson / Editor

Sue Johanson demonstrated a female sex toy near
the end of her presentation about sex, Wednesday
evening.
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The Resistance was released on Sept. 15

Muse has on the album.
The song has a more upbeat tone to it with a subtle
slap bass track playing during the chorus. It was mixed
with a drum machine and
vocoder-laden vocals. Here
Bellamy plays no guitar
or piano, he has said that

“Undisclosed Desires” was
inspired by contemporary
R&B.
“United States of Eurasia + Collateral Damage,”
starts with a soft piano piece,
while soothing vocals build
up a sudden change in pace
with a striking resemblance

feels good to play with it.’”
Johanson said that young
females are put under more
pressure to be lady-like and
“nice” which can lead to
confusion about anatomy
later in life.
In an effort to end some
of this confusion, Johanson’s
presentation progressed into
a lesson about the female
anatomy and what it actually
consists of.
Johanson received a loud
approval from the audience
after she said the average vagina is about five inches deep
and that the last two-thirds of
the vagina has almost zero
nerve endings.
“Bigger is not better.
Penis size does not matter,”
Johanson said. “There’s nobody home up there.”
Environmental science
student Donny Granlund
said that he had watched
Johanson on TV before and
still learned a few things
Wednesday night.
“In high school, I used
to watch her all the time,”
Granlund said. “She taught
me everything I know.”
Johanson said she is often
asked how a partner is able
to tell if a woman reaches orgasm or not.
“You’ll have the bruises
to show for it,” Johanson
said.
SCSU Social work student Dave Werner said that
he was amazed how easily
Johanson was able to talk
and joke about sex.
“It was almost like a
comedy show on top of having this serious aspect about

it,” Werner said.
The informational part of
Johanson’s presentation began to end as she brought out
a small bag filled with colorful sex toys: Johanson’s personal choice of inexpensive
and well-made products for
college students.
For women, Johanson
recommended experimenting with different ways of
masturbating. She said different techniques work well
for different individuals.
“I finally found a use for
all those old Beanie Babies,”
Johanson joked.
While fewer sex toys are
made for males, Johanson
said that similar versions of
these toys can be made at
home from materials including “good old bubble-wrap.”
After Johanson’s informational presentation, a stack
of cards of questions from
the audience was brought to
the front of the stage.
This part of the evening
aimed at being more similar to Johanson’s former TV
show “Talk Sex” in which
audience viewers were able
to call and ask Johanson direct questions they had about
sex.
Johanson’s facial expressions ranged from frowns
to grins while some of the
questions seemed to concern
her while others were just
amusing.
One of the first questions
read addressed the best positions to have sex in, a question Johanson said she gets
very often.
Johanson also suggested

to Queen.
“U.S. of E.” has a very
big, epic sound to it which
will please fans. The outro
has a casual piano and string
piece that mark the second
half of the track, it sounds
similar to something you
would hear in a hotel lounge.
As the song comes to an end,
it seamlessly transitions into
the next.
“Guiding Light”, the
next song off of “The Resistance”, begins with heavy
percussion hits by drummer
Dominic Howard.
A complimenting synthesizer with strong guitar riffs
blend well with Bellamy’s
falsetto vocals.
Muse fans can compare
“Guiding Light” to “Invincible” off of the band’s last
album “Black Holes and
Revelations.”
“MK Ultra”, the seventh
piece, also has co mparisons
to the band’s earlier career.
This track has a more
electric feel with heavy riffs
and complex lyrics..
For those not familiar
with the term MK Ultra, it is
a code name for a CIA mind
control experiment that took

place in the 1950’s to the late
60’s. Conspiracy is a topic
that is very influential to Bellamy and it suits well in the
album.
“I Belong to You + (Mon
Coeur S’ouvre a Ta Voix)”
is another experiment that
Muse included.
It is based on a combination of slap-bass and piano.
French appears in the middle
with a sincere voice and an
orchestra.
This will be the track that
defines Muse’s ambition to
try new directions.
From here, the last three
tracks are meant to be Matthew Bellamy’s signature on
the album.
The last pieces work
as a musical trilogy, a
symphony in three parts.
“Exogenesis:
Overture”,
“Exogenesis: Cross-Pollination”, and “Exogenesis:
Redemption” close the album in what is a beautiful mix of classical piano,
strings, guitar riffs, percussions, and vocals which all
compliment one another
and put the album to an end
with a sense of satisfaction.

dana johnson / Editor

Sue Johanson demonstrated a male sex toy near
the end of her presentation about sex, Wednesday
evening.

having sex in the shower or
under the kitchen table as a
way of keep sex exciting and
new.
Going by the theory
that “the brain can absorb

only how much the ass can
bare,” Johanson brought her
presentation to a close after more than two hours of
thrusting
motions and sly smiles.

T.G.I.F.’s bartenders
bring flair to competition
University Chronicle Monday, Sept. 28, 2009
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Jade Branden

contributing writer

Flipping, spinning, and
juggling liquor bottles are just
another part of the job for flair
bartenders.
Having liquor bottles being flipped around the head
and behind the back, letting
the bottle cartwheel a number
of times before balancing it
on the back of their forearmas if it were to be sitting on
the bar top- demonstrates the
talent and skill these bartenders have.
Known for the appearance
of its red-striped logo and
“All American” food; T.G.I.
Friday’s (short for Thank
Goodness It’s Friday) has a
more fascinating trait- “flair
tending.”
Friday bartenders need to
be able to have “flair” expertise; performing these tricks
with bottles while serving
drinks- as a way to entertain
guests.
Here in St. Cloud, T.G.I.F.
bartenders have recently competed in the “Bar Wars” in the
Twin Cities. Of the twelve
corporate Friday restaurants
in Minnesota, all bartenders
got together and competed
to see who was the best flare
team.
The three bartenders of St.
Cloud- Rick Steiner, Justin
Williamson, and Matt Borg-
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ert, who also attend St. Cloud
State University, were chosen
as the best flare tenders in
Minnesota.
On September 25th, the
three of them earned a weekend trip to Los Angeles, California-sponsored by Red Bullfor showing their competence
of bar mechanics.
Andrew Robinson, who
has worked in the restaurant business for twenty-five
years; a bartender for seventeen years, and a bartender
manager for five years at the
St. Cloud T.G.I. Friday’s- expresses his passion for bartending or flair tending.

“Anybody can be a bartender, but not a T.G.I. bartender,” states Robinson. He
explained that before you become a T.G.I.F. bartender, you
need to be able to have drink
and food knowledge as well
as a great deal of practice in
handling liquor bottles skillfully.
“Culture in this company is to be the best,” continued Robinson. Accuracy
and precision are key for
these bartenders in creating
high energy within the restaurant.
With music and a flair
routine, T.G.I.F. bartenders

of St. Cloud will be competing against themselves
on September 29th to witness who has the best flair
routine and style out of all
the bartenders at their restaurant.
At the end of September
they have to pick one person
who would then move on
to regionals and then on to
division competitions for a
chance to compete in the final
event: T.G.I. Friday’s WBC
(World Bartender Championship) in Las Vegas. Andrew
Robinson points out that,
“T.G.I. Flair competitions are
not just in America, were everywhere.
It’s almost like international recognition.”In each
of these competitions, each
bartender is to show off their
flair techniques of flipping,
spinning, mixing drinks, and
juggling bottles in the air to
choreographed music.
With each bottle dropped
or mistake made, points are
lost, establishing how you
move forward or fall back in
a competition.
The WBC represents Friday’s legacy, knowledge,
talent and originality in the
beverage industry. Flair bartenders symbolize T.G.I.
Friday’s brand with the high
energy and divert ambiance
they perform to enhance guest
experience.

Punky Pearl Jam
hits new territory
Meaghan Block
album review
Pearl Jam has finally released their ninth album.
Brendan O’Brien is producing the band for the first
time since Yield, the 1998 gem
that defines the parameters of
the mature Pearl Jam the way
Ten defines their frantic early
days.
Like Yield, this album revs
the tempo while adding classicrock texture to the punk rush,
with layers of Thin Lizzy twinguitar raunch going on down
below.
The pile-driving solos that
spin out of control at the end
of “Got Some” could be nicked
from the Stooges in “Gimme
Danger” — but the 70’s-flavored cowbell-boogie charges
ahead way too fast for anything
to feel quaint.
Eddie Vedder keeps the
music going with his energy in
each song; his voice still mumbling through all the lyrics happily.
Other reviews have listed
this album as “sell-out music.”
Being a Pearl Jam fan, it
seems better than the last album they put out. The songs
get to the point; they are not
as sad and long winded as the
other albums, not to say those
albums weren’t magnificent,
because they were.
But this album has a certain
“pizzazz” to it that makes you
want to keep listening.

Opening strong with “Gonna See My Friend,” “Fixer,”
and the aforementioned “Got
Some,” the record strikes early
and doesn’t really let up.
The band’s softer side
shows through on ballads “Just
Breathe” and “The End” and
the latter is the soul-searching
album closer.
Critics have embraced
the album. The Boston Globe
has said “Backspacer, the
band’s ninth studio album [is]
one of its most cohesive and
satisfying in terms of brevity,
crisp production, and a sharp
focus.”
About Backspacer, Rolling Stone said: “Backspacer,
Pearl Jam’s ninth album, backspaces to that boyish spirit,
with the shortest, tightest,
punkiest tunes they’ve ever
banged out.”
“The defining thread in
Pearl Jam’s songs since its
1991 debut is less sonic than
spiritual; a question of heart
rather than sound.” Greg Knot
of the Chicago Tribune added.
“They aren’t innovators so
much as torch-bearers, five believers who think it’s still the
classic-rock era. For their fans,
it might just be.”
The songs seem to mess
around with a loose theme of
addiction and recovery.
“Got Some,” with Vedder
chanting, “got some if you
need it,” could be a dealer’s
invitation, while “Speed of
Sound” is the flip side, a latenight barroom lament from a

Photo courtesy of amazon.com

C

ritics have embraced the album.
The Boston Globe has said “Backspacer,
the band's ninth studio album [is] one of
its most cohesive and satisfying in terms
of brevity, crisp production, and a sharp
focus.”
guy who mourns that “Every
time I get me some/It gets the
best of me.”
But the downbeat songs on
Backspacer don’t get too grim
— even the desperate drunk
who narrates “Speed of Sound”
ends up looking forward to a
chance to start fresh tomorrow.
Fans of Pearl Jam’s chestbeating angst mode might

look for some metaphorical
resonance in “Amongst the
Waves.”
Yet the more you listen, the
more it just sounds like Vedderis spending a nice day surfing.
After toughing out the
Bush years, Pearl Jam isn’t in
the mood for brooding; at long
last, surf’s up.
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One piece from Lucas Gluesenkamp’s exhibit, “The
Hunted and Haunted - An Ocular Buffet of Dread,
Despair and Defeat.”

Artist featured in
Atwood gallery
Kyra Loch
STAFF WRITER
“The Hunted and Haunted
– An Ocular Buffet of Dread,
Despair, and Defeat” by Lucas Gluesenkamp is the first
artist showing in the Atwood
Gallery this school year.
The show features a collection of oil paintings on
display through October 15.
The collection of paintings is a series of images all
portraying surrealistic nightmare and fantasy themes.
The show has a narrative
quality to it; each painting
continues the story on to the
next.
Throughout the show, the
students and staff are able
to view typical human fears
and dream-like sequences in
the paintings. These include
many humanistic fears, such
as death, loss, struggle and
conflict, danger, betrayal,
abandonment, and sorrow.
Gluesenkamp explores
many subjects more commonly
associated
with
dreams and nightmares in his
paintings.
The characters in the
paintings are almost all children, along with imaginary
monsters and sea creatures.
“I really like Lucas
Gluesenkamp’s work. It’s a
unique take on illustration
and on a child’s view of the
world,” said Kate Eckel, Coordinator for the UPB Visual
Arts committee. “Some of it
is almost haunting but at the
same time it’s almost spectacular.”
The first sentence of the
artist’s statement describes
all of the figures’ situations:
“A collage of mysterious
characters caught in that fatal movement of impending
doom.”
Often the child figures are
trapped, alone, or in contact

with some sort of imaginary
creature.
They portray expressions
of confusion, pain, anguish,
and fear. They are also usually in a situation of danger
or death.
Seeing these images reflects our own fears, and this
show is very emotional for
some people.
Viewers find the exaggerated reality of the work inspiring and also saddening.
“I especially love that he
takes a large topic such as
death, and filters that through
a child’s perspective,” Eckel
said.
The UPB Visual Arts
committee puts much effort
into choosing who will be
showing in the Atwood gallery.
The committee meets to
discuss and vote on possible
artists to feature. The artist is then contacted about
possibly putting together a
show. If approved, the artist
is proposed to the Executive
Board.
The Visual Arts committee then begins to prepare the
gallery for installation of the
artwork and promoting the
show.
“The Atwood gallery provides students with a chance
to explore a different medium
of expression.
The VA committee brings
purely aesthetic events to Atwood,” Eckel said. “We try
to give students a chance to
broaden their horizons, especially those that may not have
a chance to have a gallery experience, and we aim to make
the Gallery as welcoming as
possible.”
The next artist to be featured in the Atwood Gallery
is Margo Cavis. The exhibit
will feature paintings inspired by photographs from
underwater diving trips, and
will start October 19.

Jay-Z’ third installment of ‘Blueprint’ is a success
Jian You Hoe
album review
On September 8, 2009
American hip-hop rapper
Jay-Z released his eleventh
studio album title “The Blueprint 3”.
The album was produced
by Jay-Z (exec.), Kanye West
(exec.), No I.D, Al Shux, The
Inkredibles, Timbaland Swizz
Beatz, The Neptunes, Jermone “Jroc” Harmon and Jeff
Bhasker.
It also feature artist such
as Rihanna, Kanye West, Alicia Keys, Young Jeezy, Swizz
Beatz, Drake, J.Cole, Beyonce, Kid Cudi, Kanye West,
Pharrell and Mr Hudson.
The album falls under the
genre mainly hip-hop.
The first single to kick off
the album is “D.O.A (Death
of Auto-Tune)”.
It was written by him and
produce by No I.D. The song
starts of with a sound from a
trumpet with accompaniment
from drum patterns. In the
chorus part of the track slow
bass is being added in the
mix.
The bridge of tracks is
inspired by “Na Na Hey Hey
Kiss Him Goodbye” from
Stem’s. This track somehow
gave a little jazz feel with a
combination of modern hip

hop.
A music video has been
made for the song. It starts
when Jay-Z walk out from
a car and walking in a basement. Inside the basement
he started to rap with a band
at the background. Jay-Z
was also spotted in a room
with 3 more other guys playing poker and drinking red
wine.
In another scene Jay-Z
was playing basketball with
professional basketball LeBron James. The video ended
up with multiple shots of
explosion such as boxes of
Auto-tune, wine bottles and a
television.
The second single from the
album is “Run This Town”. It
features R&B singer Rihanna
and rapper Kanye West.
It was written Jay-Z,
Kanye
West,
E.Wilson,
R.Fenty, A.Alata and produced by Kanye West, The
Four Levels Of Existence. A
sample was also taken from
No I.D.
The song contains a mid
tempo speed with stong bass
beats as background music and a drum pattern. The
starts by chorus being sang by
Rihanna. After that, Jay-z rapping the lyrics of the song and
later Kanye West rap his verse
in the song.

In chorus part of the song,
somehow a similar bird sound
effect is being heard.
A music video has been released to promote the single. It
started with a riot scene where
people are holding sticks and
fire torch. Later, Rihanna and
Jay-Z are being spotted in the
riot.
Jay-z started to rap his
verse in a tunnel. Everyone
in the video is seen wearing
black clothes and attire. During Kanye West verse in the
song, he is shown rapping in a
broken, glass shattered BMW
car.
Overall the album is good
having good rap patterns and
rhymes and well constructs
song structure.
The album does carry
some issues and message to
the public such as in the single “D.O.A( Death of AutoTune)” that shows negative
side of Auto-Tune effects.
While in other songs such
as “Empire State of Mind” it
shows the glory of New York
City and the birth place of
hip hop music, tracks, for example, “So Ambitious” shows
everyone can achieve anything if they put their heart
soul in it.
It will definitely be a good
choice of rap album for this
fall.

Photo courtesy of nicolasheller.files.wordpress.com
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New insane Batman game released
Jun-Kai Teoh

Managing online editor

The latest game in the
Batman superhero franchise, Batman: Arkham
Asylum, was released on the
Xbox360, PlayStation 3 and
Windows PC on the Aug. 25
and Sept. 15 respectively.
Developed by London
based game studio RockSteady, Batman: Arkham
Asylum is an action-adventure game with a hint of
stealth mixed into it.
The game takes place
from a third-person over the
shoulder perspective and is
based on a completely original storyline written by Paul

Dini.
Arkham Asylum features
Batman investigating Joker’s sinister plot at the Elizabeth Arkham Asylum for the
Criminally Insane, a fictional
psychiatric hospital.
The story, while original,
offers nothing exceptionally
interesting and it isn’t the
main attraction of the game
either.
Joker, once again up to
mischief, gets himself arrested and sent to the Arkham
Asylum before he breaks out
and take control of the Asylum.
As Batman was the one
escorting Joker to the Asylum, he takes it upon himself

photo courtesy of videogamesrepublic.com

to capture Joker and to foil
Joker’s sinister plans.
What makes Arkham
Asylum a winner for Batman
fans would be how true the
game is to the Batman lore.
Various villains make
appearances in the game,
ranging from Bane to Harvey Dent (more commonly known as Two-Face),
RockSteady pulled out all
the stops when it came to
Arkham Asylum.
Arkham Asylum is a
mini-sandbox game, granting
players free roam throughout
the psychiatric hospital and
its various grounds and gardens.
A secret batcave is also
offered on the island.
Scattered throughout the
game are riddles by The Riddler as well as hidden bonuses that reveal more of the
history of the hospital.
Recorded psychiatric sessions between different psychiatrists and villains such as
Killer Croc, Zsazz and Joker
can be found as well.
Fans of button-mashing
action games will be disappointed with this game however as it focuses on careful
timing and smart usage of
the large inventory of gadgets that Batman possesses.
The faithful batarang
and batcable (grapple gun)
makes an important appearance in the game. Additional
gadgets and upgrades can be
unlocked as the game progresses.
The game mixes elements of action adventure
with elements of investigative games as players will often find themselves in positions where they have to use
the many detective skills and
equipments that Batman possesses to progress the story.
The “detective mode”

photo courtesy of playworksonline.com

is an alternate vision mode
offered in-game that allows
players to scan for nearby
enemies, detect traces of fingerprints and even scan the
heart-rate of nearby enemies
to see if they’re aware of
Batman’s presence.
The combat system of
the game is a fairly simple
system consisting of three
main attacks and a counterattack move. Successful and
effective combos grant players more experience which
can then be used to unlock
more moves or gadgets from
Batman’s arsenals.
As an added bonus to
boost replay value, a chal-

lenge mode is offered where
players can attempt different
tasks, most of it revolving
around beating up the bad
guys. It gets progressively
harder as some challenges
require the enemies to be
eliminated with stealth or
other additional conditions.
The villains of the game
stay true to the comics. The
in-game Joker is as creepy
as, if not creepier, the Joker
from the 2008 blockbuster
film The Dark Knight. Harley Quinn, Poison Ivy, Scarecrow and the other many
foes of Batman all appear as
sinister as they should be.
Batman, while a formi-

dable hero in the game, is far
from the undefeatable superhero that he often appears as
in other games. Players are
forced to consider tactics
carefully and make good use
of the environments in the
game.
Arkham Asylum is without a doubt one of the best
DC Comics superhero game
to be released for a long time
now.
Batman: Arkham Asylum
retails for $49.99 for the PC
version and $59.99 for the
PlayStation 3 and Xbox360
versions.

Bonnie Hinz featured in Atwood Ballroom

Andrew Jacobson / staff photographer

Blown glass artwork by Bonnie Hinz is featured in the Atwood Ballroom.

Andrew Jacobson / staff photographer

Hinz became interested in blown glass after attending a exhibit at a museum.

Andrew Jacobson / staff photographer

Bonnie Hinz works with both glass and metal to create her artwork.
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HOUSING

DANCING

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?
Call Missy.
Variety of Apartments.
On Busline
320-217 4115
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
1&2 BR APTS
$525-540 per month.
www.nomgmt.com/fv
320-654-8300
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
2009-2010 AVAILABILITY
1,2,3,4 BR Apts
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300

SWING DANCING
www.sudiojeff.com

ROOMATES WANTED!
4 BR shared Apt.
$285 per month
320-260-3448
3 AND 4 BR APTS.
Available Immediately. $225
per room close to campus
320-253-1154
ROOMS FOR RENT
$225 per month. Close to
Campus. Locking BR door
320-253-1154
aaaaaaa
KENT HOUSING CLOSE,
closer, and closest
320-252-5500 or
kenthousing.com
LARGE 3 BR APT.
$830/mth on Bus Line Paid
Heat, Water, Garage, Cable
Call Missy: 320-260-3448
www.northernmgmt.com
1&2 BR APTS
$590/Mth-Bus line.
Paid- heat,water,garage,cable.
Call Beth 320-260-3448
OLYMPIC II 525 13TH STREET
3 or 4 Bedrooms beg at $245
10 or 12 mo. leases
651-361-0803
3 BR. 1 BATH HOUSE
located near campus. 2
car garage, washer, dryer.
Fenced in back yard.
$945/month + utilities.
909-206-9650 Greg

SALSA DANCING
www.studiojeff.com
BALLROOM DANCING
www.studiojeff.com

EMPLOYMENT
UNIVERSITY CHRONICLE
Postions: Managing Editor,
Staff Photographers,
Copy Editors, Staff
Writers, Advertising
Reps. Contact Dana at
joda0504@stcloudstate.edu
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
FALL INTO A GREAT JOB!
Immediate openings for
inbound customer service
reps Part-time schedules
available between 3-10pm
Must complete a three week
PAID training Mon-Fri from
4-9 and be able to pass a
criminal background screen
Call today for an interview
320.253.7430
Kelly Services

ATTENTION
!ALL NEW MATTRESS SETS!
Queens from $195, Fulls $165.
Close to Campus, to view call
320-224-6568
HAVE AN EVENT TO
promote, a subleaser, renters,
employees, something to sell,
or just something you want
to get out there? Call 320308-3943 to place your ad or
classified today!
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Womens hockey remains optimistic
Despite 13-0
loss to Team
USA, Huskies
ready for season
Katharine Blum
Contributing writer

The women’s hockey
team experienced a shut-out
loss against the U.S. Women’s National Team in their
only exhibition game of the
preseason.
The Lady Huskies gave
up 13 goals on 58 shots.
Sophomore goalie Tayler
VanDennaker allowed six
goals in the second period
off of 21 shots, while Anna
Donlan, a red-shirt freshman, gave up seven goals
out of 21 shots in the third.
Although the preseason
match appeared to be a bust
on paper, alternate captain
Holly Roberts viewed this
game as a good gauge for
where the season is heading.
“Our coach’s motto
throughout practice has been
that until this game is over,
we’re in training camp. We
need to push it hard. Our real
practice begins after,” Roberts said.
The players did push and
played a relatively aggressive game against the US
Olympic ladies.

“This game will hopefully make the rest of the season seem like a breeze. We
started the year by playing
one of the best teams in the
world; it can only become
easier from here,” Roberts
said.
Starting goalie Ashley
Nixon agreed with teammate
Roberts in that there was no
lack of effort by the Huskies
on the ice.
“We have a lot of rookie
players who stepped it up tonight. This will be a rebuilding year – but a good one.
There are many good, fresh
faces out there skating for
us,” Nixon said.
Nixon, who played the
first and only scoreless period of the exhibition game,
also took part in the WCHA
All-Stars game versus the
same USA National Team
the night before. After the
game, she was named the
WCHA Player of the Game
for saving 17 out of 18 shots
for the All-Star Team.
Joining Nixon on the AllStar team were current teammates, Holly Roberts, Caitlin
Hogan, and Danielle Hirsch.
The All-Stars lost to Team
USA 6-1. Roberts scored the
only All-Star goal.

•See Hockey/ Page 14

“W

e started the year playing one of
the best teams in the world; it can only become easier from here.”
Holly Roberts

SCSU women’s hockey alternate captain

Bigya Pradhan/ Staff Photographer

Alternate captains Holly Roberts and Caitlin Hogan fight for the puck in an exhibition game against Team
USA on Saturday at the National Hockey Center.

Womens winning ways continue SCSU

downs
eagles
Staff Report

bigya Pradhan/ staff photographer

Mary Mohardt fights for the ball against two Mustang defenders Saturday at Husky Stadium. The Huskies
SMSU 2-1.
came when Gabrielle Na- had four saves in the entire
In overtime, the Huskies
Logan Marxhausen
jera, assisted by Chelsey 90 minutes. SMSU is still found a connection of two
asst. Sports editor
Permenter and Elyse De looking for their first win of passes that ensure the victoStefano, hit the back of the the season falling to 0-6-0, ry. Junior forward Lindsey
On a cool, partly cloud net at the 16:14 mark.
0-3-0 in the NSIC. The Hus- Sather found sophomore
afternoon the Husky struck
The Mustangs respond- kies beat SMSU in their first Permenter producing a two
perfect for the weekend ed when SMSU’s Courtney game of the season (1-0).
on one situation. Permenter
winning two back-to-back McCarthy connected with
The Huskies then ven- than connected with a cross
games.
Kate Voigt for a goal at the tured to play on Sunday af- across the middle to Alex“We have been really 31:11 mark.
ternoon against Minnesota andra Pafko for the gameworking on the little things,”
Seconds before halftime, State at Husky Stadium.
winning goal with 4:56 of
said Head Coach Rebecca junior Jessica Pafko found
“We didn’t even talk overtime played.
Heiberger. “When you do her sister, junior Alexan- about the Mankato game,”
“I thought we played
the little things right then dra Pafko, for the game- Heiberger said. “We talked well,” Alexandra Pafko
results will follow, no mat- winning header goal at the about the scouting report said. “We had a boost of
ter who we are playing.”
44:20 mark.
and their formations, but confidence, though positive
On Sept. 26, the Husky
Alexandra Pafko led the that is it.”
and we came out strong.”
soccer team went up against Huskies shooting nine times
On Becker Youth Soccer
“We gave it our all from
Southwest Minnesota State. with three on goal. The Hus- Day, Husky Stadium was forwards to defenders,” JesSMSU, which is physically kies outshot the Mustangs filled with 258 soccer fans.
sica Pafko said. “We put a
bigger than St. Cloud State 23-9. The Huskies had nine
With no action in the lot of work into this game. It
came up short to the Hus- corner kicks as well.
game, the Huskies came feels amazing to beat them.
kies in a 2-1 final all decidSt. Cloud State’s goal- into overtime with an atti- I have never beaten them
ed before halftime.
keeper Elizabeth Kelly tude to steal a victory.
until now.”
The Huskies first goal

shut-out the Mustangs of

The Huskies bench
sailed onto the field to tackle and congratulate Pafko
for the winning goal in excitement. Coach Heiberger
and graduate assistant Jessica Nei could also be seen
with a hop and skip in their
stride.
“They just got a spark,”
Heiberger said. “They had
the motivation to keep going, we connected passes
well, we finish opportunities and played really solid
defense.”
Senior goalkeeper Kelly
led the Huskies with her
fourth shutout on the season.

•See Soccer/ Page 14

After a disappointing
loss to a tough Moorhead
State team Friday, the Husky
volleyball team looked to rebound Saturday at Minnesota-Crookston.
They did just that, winning the match in five sets.
After taking the first two
sets in dominating fashion
25-14 and 25-18 the Huskies
must have worn out losing
the next two 25-17 and 2624.
They redeemed themselves taking the fifth set 1715 in a thrilling victory.
Down 15-14 in the third
set the Huskies fought back
getting a couple unforced errors and a kill by junior hitter Ashley Shields to put the
match away.
Shields finished with 16
kills.
Leading
the
Husky
charge was junior middle
hitter Kayla Tschida who
marked 20 kills, a .425 attack percentage, eight set
assists, 15 digs and two service aces, solo blocks and
block assists.
Junior setter Kiersten
Mormann led the Huskies
with 43 set assists and first
year libero Sarah Madden
had 19 digs best for the Huskies.
Also in double digit digs
was junior Chelsea Nagle
with 15 and senior Stephanie Coxon with 11.
Amber Meyer who had
23 kills led the Golden Eagles. They dropped to 3-14
overall and 0-5 in the NSIC.
With the win the Huskies
improved their season record to 6-12 overall and 2-4
in the NSIC.
Friday, in the loss to the
Dragons Ashley Shields led
the Huskies with nine kills,
Kiersten Mormann led with
25 set assists and Kayla
Tschida had 14 digs.
Allie Knutson led the
Dragons with 20 digs.
With the win the Dragons improved to 13-4 overall and 3-1 in the NSIC.
The Huskies take the
motivation from the win into
their game at 7 p.m. tomorrow at Augustana (6-11).
They travel to St. Paul
Oct. 3 to take on ConcordiaSaint Paul to wrap up their
road trip.
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Kills

Soccer

Continued from Page 16

Continued from Page 13

Some athletes struggle
with student portion of
the student-athlete , but
Tschida finds room for
both.
“I kind of have a routine everyday,” Tschida
said. “I have class, practice
and then the library. It is
time consuming to balance
class, volleyball and family but it seems to work. ”
Over the years Tschida
has learn numerous things
from many people pucking
up things as she goes.

“Our coaching staff
is great.,” Tschida said.
“They always try to build
confidence when we need
to pull it together.”
“I don’t think our
record shows how good
we actually are. We have
lost a lot of close sets. I
just believe as long as we
try hard, anybody can beat
anybody. I learned that
you can’t be intimidated,
don’t worry and you won’t
screw up and always have
confidence in yourself.”

Kayla Tschida’s SCSU
career at a Glance:
		
2007:
2008:
2009:

KILLS DIGS BLOCKS
144		
33		
52
193		
89		
104
194		
78		
52

Mankato had a total of
12 shots with six coming
on goal. The Huskies had
only six shots with four
coming on goal. Chelsey
Permenter led the Huskies with three shot with
two on goal.
“Mankato has a dynamic offense,” Heiberger said. “Winning against
them proved to be difficult, but the play came at
the right time.”
The Huskies record
improves to 4-2-3 with
two wins coming this
weekend. They are undefeated in the NSIC with
a 3-0-1. Mankato fell
to a 6-2-0, 2-2-0 in the
NSIC.
The Huskies return to
action on Friday, October 2nd in an afternoon
match against Minnesota
State Moorhead at 3 p.m.
at Husky Stadium.
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Scoreboard
MLB Standings
American League (Sun.)
East
New York Yankees
Boston
Tampa Bay
Toronto
Baltimore

W-L
100-56
91-64
79-76
72-84
60-95

GB
-8.5
20.5
28
39.5

Central
Detroit
Minnesota
Chicago Sox
Cleveland
Kansas City

83-72
81-74
75-81
64-91
64-92

-2
8.5
19
19.5

West
LA Angels
Texas
Seattle
Oakland

91-64
85-70
80-76
75-81

-6
11.5
16.5

National League (Sun.)

Bigya Pradhan/ Staff Photographer

SCSU junior Lindsay Sather makes a play on the ball
Saturday at Husky Stadium. The Huskies defeated
the mustangs 2-0.

Hockey
Continued from Page 13

East
Philadelphia
Atlanta
Florida
New York Mets
Washington

W-L
90-65
85-70
83-73
67-89
52-103

GB
-5
7.5
23.5
38

Central
St. Louis
Chicago Cubs
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
Houston
Pittsburgh

90-66
81-74
77-79
74-82
72-83
58-96

-8.5
13
16
17.5
31

West
LA Dodgers
Colorado
San Francisco
San Diego
Arizona

93-63
88-68
83-73
72-85
68-88

-5
10
21.5
25

NFC Standings

bigya pradhan/ staff photographer

Courtney Josefson handles the puck between two Team USA defenders Saturday. The Huskies lost 13-0 to team USA at the National Hockey Center.

Team USA will continue on their “Quest
Tour” to play Team
Canada on Oct. 5 in
Victoria, British Columbia. The Quest Tour
is preparing the team
for the 2010 Winter
Olympics in Vancouver, B.C. that will take
place next February.
Roberts led the Huskies with five power
play goals last season.
Alternate
captain
Caitli Hogan had 14
goals last season.
Danielle
Hirsch
had 18 assists in 34
games.

Senior Goalie Ashley Nixon had a 2.85
goals against average,
a .909 save percentage
and had a 11-14 record
for the Huskies last
year.
The Huskies return
to the ice this weekend
to take on non-conference rival Niagara University for their home
opener at 7:07 p.m. on
Oct. 2 and at 4:07 p.m.
on Oct. 3. The first
conference series will
take place Oct. 10-11
at the University of
Minnesota-Duluth.

North

W-L

Minnesota
Chicago
Green Bay
Detroit

3-0
2-1
2-1
1-2

East
N.Y. Giants
Philadelphia
Dallas
Washington
West
San Francisco
Seattle
Arizona
St. Louis

2-1
1-2
1-1
0-3

South
New Orleans
Atlanta
Carolina
Tampa Bay

Drink tap water. And before you know it, you can stash away $14,000.
You don’t always have to drink bottled water. A $3 bottle a day x 365 days
x 10 years x 6% interest is $14,694. That could be money in your pocket.
Small changes today. Big bucks tomorrow. Go to feedthepig.org for free
savings tips.

3-0
2-1
1-1
1-2

3-0
2-1
0-2
0-3
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Schedule
Football
NSIC Schedule
Games Saturday
Mary at Concordia St. Paul
Southwest Minnesota State at Winona 		
State
St. Cloud State at Bemidji State
Northern State at Minnesota Crookston
Minnesota State Moorhead at Minnesota
Duluth
Upper Iowal at Wayne State (Neb.)
Augustana at Minnesota State

Soccer
NSIC Schedule
Games Tuesday
Mary at North Dakota
Games Friday
Bemidji State at Upper Iowa		
Minnesota Crookston at Concordia St. 		
Paul
Northern State at Minnesota State
MSU Moorhead vs St. Cloud State 		
Mary at Southwest Minnesota State
Minnesota Duluth at Winona State
Games Sunday
Augustana at Wayne State
Bemidji State at Wayne State (Neb.)
Minnesota State Moorhead at Concordia
St. Paul
Mary at Mnnesota State
Minnesota Crookston at St. Cloud State
Minnesota Duluth at Upper Iowa
Northern State vs Southwest Minnesota		
State

Volleyball

Games Tuesday
St. Cloud State at Augustana
Winona State at Southwest Minnesota 		
State
Concordia St. Paul at Wayne State (Neb.)
Upper Iowa at Minnesota State
Lakehead State at Minnesota Crookston
Games Friday
Southwest Minnesota State at MSU
Moorhead
Augustana at Bemidji State
Minnesota State at Minnesota Crookston
Upper Iowa at Mary
Wayne State at Minnesota Duluth
Winona State at Northern State
Games Saturday
Wayne State at Bemidji State
Minnesota State at MSU Moorhead
Winona State at Mary
Augustana at Minnesota Duluth
Upper Iowa at Northern State
Southwest Minnesota State at Minnesota
Crookston
St. Cloud State at Concordia St. Paul

Sports
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Game-winner births leader
D o
you dare
me? Apparently
no columnist
in
the
Jake Laxen U n i t e d
States
is able
to do what I am about to
attempt.
Can I go a whole Vikings column without
mentioning HIS name?
You know, that guy that
threw for 301 yards and
two touchdowns on Sunday in the Minnesota Vikings’ 27-24 win over the
Francisco 49ers?
That guy who will
make consecutive start
543 next week in the marquee match of the season
in the week of, err John
David Booty’s old number.

That game with the
Packers next Monday
about which we will hear
all week as if it were the
Superbowl.
And no game will rival
the hype in the regular season until, of course, when
they meet again Nov. 1 in
the frozen tundra.
If you don’t know who
I’m talking about, go to
the Vikings’ numerical
roster and go find the spot
in between No. 3 and No.
5.
Though I’m sure you
all know who he is. To
some he’s the savior,
to others he’s a man of
wealth and taste (woo
woo).
He’s the guy who has
averaged having his name
in the lead of an article in
the St. Cloud Times once
per day since Aug. 31; seriously we keep track.
And of course through-

out the Vikings season
start, all we’ve heard
about is this signal caller.
But while this guy has
done a good job (can’t believe I’m writing this on
record) there are tons of
other guys that deserve
some credit.
Let’s give them their
due now, because we
know nobdy else will
think they are relevant
this week.
First is Adrian Peterson. Ok, he hasn’t really
slipped into oblivion, but
he’s by far the league
MVP thus far.
I hope you all got him
in Fantasy Football. As
well as Percy Harvin,
about whom I was very
skeptical after he failed
the planned combined
drug test, but he’s proved
his maturity and has
looked quite explosive.
Second is a big help

to Peterson’s cause. Steve
Hutchinson.
I strongly think Steve
Hutchinson may be the
best guard in NFL history.
The man makes holes all
by himself. He is the best
Viking free agent acquisition ever, slightly besting
Gary Anderson (oh, get
over ’98).
Third is Antoine Winfield. How many of you
remember the dreadful
Vikings’ cornerbacks at
the turn of the century?
Do Keith Thibedeaux,
Waaswa Sewanga, Robert
Tate, Eric Kelly or Ramos
McDonald ring any bells?
Or bring back any headaches?
Winfield is one of the
hardest hitters and is the
definition of a shutdown
corner. He’s the ultimate
professional and it’s a
shame that last year was
only his first Pro Bowl ap-

pearance.
Fellow
cornerback
Cedric Griffin, and safeties Madieu Williams and
Tyrell Johnson have been
stellar as well, fixing the
last flaw of our defense:
pass coverage.
The defensive line
has of course been huge.
Thankfully the Williams’
Wall can play, Jared Allen is ready to hog tie and
Ray Edwards has been
fine compliment.
The biggest group that
gets overlooked, though,
may be the linebackers.
Chad Greenway, E.J.
Henderson and Ben Leber
comprise one of most fluid and solid cores in the
league. They may be the
best group in all the 4-3
systems.
There is a ton of talent
on the Vikings squad. Just
don’t expect to hear their
names this week.

Why not move the Coyotes?

J i m
Balsillie.
Does
the name
ring
a
bell? No?
Does
it
ring your
Kyle Stevens phone?
Balsillie is the
co-CEO of Research in
Motion, makers of the
Blackberry. Balsillie has
a wallet so fat, few things
this side of moderately
unsuccessful nations are
out of his price range.
Not long ago, Balsillie
offered $242.5 million to
buy the NHL’s Phoenix
Coyotes. In his bid, Balsillie said his purchase
was contingent on moving the team from the
American southwest to
the Canadian southeast.
So what did the NHL
say? Thanks, but no
thanks.
Actually, that isn’t ex-

actly how they put it. It
was more along the lines
of a quote by Samuel L.
Jackson’s character in
“Pulp Fiction”, but the
end result was the same.
Instead, the NHL was
expected to accept a bid
from Jerry Reinsdorf,
owner of the Chicago
Bulls and White Sox.
Reinsdorf pulled his bid,
as did another potential
buyer the NHL preferred
over Balsillie.
Left with one empty hand, and the other
clutching a bid from a
maverick, the NHL offered to buy the team for
a reported $140 million
and find another buyer
willing to keep the team
in Arizona.
Or, and I love this, to
another buyer that would
relocate the team.
Uh, okay.
The concept is so
dumb, only the NHL
could be doing this.

Someone is offering 170
percent of the perceived
value of a franchise, and
the league looks the other
way.
I cannot imagine another professional sports
league letting this happen. The NFL is so concerned with money that
they are willing to pull
their games from network
television if the stadium
doesn’t fill by Thursday.
Major League Baseball has discussed contraction in the recent
past, and the NBA is in
such bad shape that they
can’t get the city of New
York to part with 10,000
people per day to watch
the Knicks.
If there were an owner willing to offer the
NFL $1 billion for the
New Orleans Saints, the
league would bid adieu
to the Big Easy before
Sunday.
There are major issues

with Balsillie as a possible owner; most see him
as an unbearable jackass
hell-bent on making himself the next Jerry Jones.
But, again, only in the
NHL would a possible
Mark Cuban be denied
entry into the almost-elite
that is NHL ownership.
Can anyone explain
the denial of moving a
team from the hockey
hotbed of Glendale, Ariz.
to the barren desert of
Hamilton, Ontario? I
wouldn’t understand that
after a six-pack.
On Wednesday, a
judge was to hear both
sides of the issue and determine an outcome for
beleaguered owner Jerry
Moyes.
No conclusion was
reached, so the only thing
that could possibly make
this saga more depressing happened instead.
The man most responsible for hockey having

the smallest chance of
surviving the desert heat
resigned. Phoenix head
coach Wayne Gretzky resigned.
This is so depressing
that the Great One called
it quits.
But there may be a
ray of sunshine in all of
this. Gretzky is also a
minority share-holder in
the team. He was born in
Brantford, Ontario.
Balsillie likes Hamilton as the Coyotes’ next
home. That would be a
30-minute drive.
The NHL could move
the Great One home and
give Canada another deserving team. Someone
call Gary Bettman and
tell him that Mark Cuban
may be a maverick, but
he wins.
And this is nothing
if not a win-win for a
league in desperate need
of cutting their losses.
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Watkins,Huskies blow out Peacocks
Tyler Ohmann

SCSU Sports
Calendar

Today
•

Men’s Golf

RMAC/NSIC Cross‐
over.

Tuesday
•

Volleyball

7 p.m. match at Augustana.

Friday
•

Swim/Dive

7 p.m. Intersquad Meet at
home.

•

Women’s Hockey

7:07 p.m. match at home
against Niagara University.

•

Soccer

3 p.m. match at home against
MSU Moorhead.

Saturday
•

Swim/Dive

•

Football

•

Women’s Hockey

•

Volleyball

12 p.m. Intersquad Meet at
home.

sports editor

Last season the Husky
football team put up 54
points against the Peacocks
of Upper Iowa at Husky
Stadium.
This year, in Iowa,
the Huskies did even better, dropping 57 points on
the Peacock defense, only
two touchdowns from the
school record of 71 points
set in 2006.
“The key thing is that
we played well both offensively and defensively,”
said Scott Underwood the
Huskies head coach.
The defense played their
best game of the season, allowing only 10 points to a
Peacock offense who had
been averaging 40.5 points
per game on the season.
“We tried to narrow
down our calls a bit, to simplify things,” Underwood
said about their strategy on
defense.
The Huskies defense
only allowed 324 yards to
the Peacocks. They also
forced Peacocks quarterback Craig Burns three
times.
Leading the Husky defense was sophomore Tony
Kubes who intercepted a
Craig Burns pass and returned it 54 yards for a
touchdown.
It was the first interception return for a touchdown
recorded by the Huskies
this season.

Football
Kubes also led the Huskies with five tackles.
Red-shirt
freshmen
Nate Blenker had the Husky defense’s only sack.
“You know to win we
need to score points, but
this week we did it on defense as well,” Underwood
said.
The offense gained 583
total yards, improving their
season high and making it
the second straight game
with over 500 yards of total offense.
Senior
quarterback
Mitch Watkins improved
his career high numbers
from a week ago completing 14 of 20 passes for
298 yards and four touchdowns.
Half of his completions
went to tight-end Cody Anderson-Norbloom for 158
yards and a touchdown.
Brandon Geiss continued his career gaining 111
yards on 17 carries.
The game was his third
of the season and sixth of
his career over 100 yards.
All three Husky quarterbacks on the roster
played in the game. Senior
Derek Stripling and redshirt freshmen Brad Meade
both saw playing time in
the second half.
Junior
running-back
Dante Steward also saw
playing time gaining 97
yards and a touchdown on
nine carries.
The Huskies hope that

Danielle Nauman/contributing Photographer

Defensive Coordinator Jim Louis motivates the Husky Defensive line at Tuesday’s afternoon practice. The Husky Defense held an Upper Iowa offense who
was averaging 40.5 points per game to 10 points.

this game is a sign of a
turnaround on the season.
“Each opponent is different,” Underwood said.
“We will just take it one
game at a time.”
The Huskies take on the
Beavers of Bemidji State at
1 p.m. Oct. 3 in Bemidji.
Oct. 10 they return
home for homecoming
against the University of
Minnesota-Crookston.

SCSU 57 Upper Iowa 10
At a Glance
Rushing Yards
Passing Yards
First Downs
Turnovers
Time of Possession

SCSU
294
289
27
1
28:57

Peacocks
126
198
19
3
31:03

Tschida having ‘kill’er season

1 p.m. match away against
Bemidji State.
4:07 match at home against
Niagara University.
6 p.m. match away against
Concordia St. Paul.

Sunday
•

Softball

•

Soccer

•

Men’s Hockey

12 p.m. Alumni Game at
home.
1 p.m. match at home against
Minnesota Crookston.

5:07 p.m. match at home
against University of Leth‐
bridge.

•

Men’s Golf

NSIC Conferencey Tourney.

•

Bigya Pradhan/ Staff Photographer

Tschida passes a ball during practice on Thursday. Tschida has been a huge presence for the Huskies this season. She
has totalled 194 kills, 78 digs and 52 total blocks.
Logan Marxhausen
Asst. Sports Editor

Women’s Golf

SCSU Invite.

Oct. 5
•

Men’s Golf

•

Women’s Golf

•

Men’s Hockey

NSIC Conference Tourney.

SCSU Invite.

6:35 p.m. match away against
Miami University.

In the middle of a very
dangerous front row, Kayla
Tschida is controlling the
Husky volleyball team.
Last Saturday, Tschida
had a career night posting
her first double-double of
the season with 20 kills and
15 digs. Both stats are career
highs for the junior, co-captain middle hitter.
“Ton of work goes into
the middle hitter,” said Head
Volleyball Coach Patricia
Gerchy (Mickow). “The first
threat is the middle hitter, so
if Tschida is on, then it opens
up the rest of the team.
“I was happy with Tschida’s performance. She has
a good-work ethic. She has
been dedicated to the program working harder to get
better. She is determined and
very coachable.”
Growing up in a household of nine other siblings
and one bathroom, Tschida
learned about teamwork ear-

“I

love sports in general, the competition and the atmosphere
so I want to continue to play as long as I can.”
Kayla Tschida

SCSU junior middle hitter
ly in her life.
“My family is very important to me,” Tschida said.
“They never discourage me.
Growing up with a total of
ten kids you think would be
hard, but we made it work.
“I always see my parents
right away when they come
to a game. They are really
supportive in sports. They
give me motivation to be better. Even if I didn’t want to
play they would encourage
me to do my best no matter what—I love sports in
general, the competition and
the atmosphere so I want to
continue to play as long as I
can.”
Tschida came to St.

Cloud State in 2007 without
a spot on the Husky Volleyball roster.
“I emailed coach when I
first came here to see about
walking on to the team,”
Tschida said. “I was super
nervous when I showed up to
the tryouts. I felt very intimidated when I saw the other
girls.
“My first year with the
team I played outside hitter
and then moved to middle
my second year. I like the
middle because they have a
little more control. I like the
feeling that it is my way.”
Along Tschida in her
freshman class were junior
outside hitter Ashley Shields

and junior setter Kiersten
Mormann.
“It is pretty easy to work
with Kayla,” Mormann said.
“We have a really good connection. It is fun to play with
her and she always gives
feedback on what to do better.
“Kayla will always make
you feel better,” Shields said.
“She is the kind of person
that will laugh at your jokes.
She is really encouraging on
the court. As long as she is
working hard it gets easier
for me to make plays on the
outside.”
Tschida is known by her
team as a hard worker and
never gives up on the court.

“If she is working heard
then the other girls see this,”
Shields said. “When the girls
see this they push themselves
to work harder. When we are
on the court we give each
other this look that just says
we can do this, we just need
to play harder.”
“She never stops in practice,” Mormann said. “She is
the hardest working person
on the court. She likes faster,
quicker sets and whenever
she needs something different we work it out. I worked
with her since freshman year
so I think I have a good understanding of what she
wants.”
“Kayla is what we call
goofy-footed,” Gerchy said.
“She is right-handed and
leads with her wrong foot.
We also continue to work on
her arm swing. She is determined every day to improve
herself.”

•See kills Page 14

